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The purpose of this call for paper is to collect a high-quality selection of papers based on ISAHP2018 presentations in Hong Kong, P.R. China. IJAHJP is the official AHP/ANP scholarly journal that publishes papers about research and applications of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytic Network Process (ANP). IJAHJP has always supported ISAHP meetings by providing a fast-track publication opportunity for suitable papers presented in the ISAHP symposia. Our intention is to publish these papers as early as December 2018. When submitting your article, indicated (in the comments to the editor section) that this paper is based on your ISAHP proposal presentation (give specific title).

Editor: Dr. Enrique Mu (editor-in-chief@ijahp.org)

Submission Deadline: August 31, 2018

Submission papers must not have been previously published or be currently under consideration for publication elsewhere.

Acceptance will be provided on rolling basis.

Submitted papers must be formatted according to ISAHP/IJAHJP guidelines.

Indicate what ISAHP2018 presentation this paper is based upon.

All papers must be submitted online at www.ijahp.org